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Abstract
New BBcklund transformations of integrable 2 + 1 dimensional generalisations of nonlinear Schrijdinger type equations
are found. The corresponding Miura transformations and modified equations are constructed. The Blcklund tra@sformations
being treated as two-dimensional
chain equations provide examples of new integrable difference-differential
e+ations.
@
1997 Elsevier Science B.V.

1. Introduction
In the one-dimensional
case there is a comprehensive description and classification of integrable nonlinear SchrGdinger type equations [ l-31. In the twodimensional
case the problem is much less studied
and such a coherent picture does not exist at present.
Apart from the famous Benney-Roskes
(DaveyStewartson) equation [4,5 I, only a few examples of
integrable equations of this type are known (see for
instance Refs. [ 6,7] ). The aim of this work is to extend the list of two-dimensional
integrable equations
in order to collect more “experimental”
material for
future comprehensive theory. Here we extend the onedimensional theory of Bgcklund and Miura transformations. Simultaneously,
BFicklund ~~sfo~ations
being treated as two-dimensional
chain equations give

’ On leave from Ufa Institute of Mathematics, Russian Academy
of Sciences, Chemyshevsky Street 112, 450000 Ufa, Russian
Federation.

examples of new integrable
equations.

2. The Benney-Roskes

two-dimensional

lattice

family of equatiions

The Benney-Roskes
(Davey-Stewartson)
(BRDS)
equation can be written in the following fbrm,

There are a few standard forms of writing the above
equation (see e.g. Refs. [ 8,91) . They evtln have different names (DS-1, DS-2, DS-3) and ara indeed different from the analytical point of view. The symmetry structure for all of these forms is exactly the same
and we shall treat them as a single equation. Moreover, instead of ( 1) we shall consider the following
two systems of equations,
a,u = U,, + 2pu,
Px = (uo),,
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- a,u = o,, + 2pu,
(2a)

a,u= El,?, + zqu, -

&v = u??,+

zqv,

qn = (UZJ)?..

(2b)

It is known that Eqs. (2) are integrable [9]. Eqs. (2)
are compatible and any linear combination of them is
integrable. The BRDS equation ( 1) is nothing but the
sum of these flows 2. They have the same algebra of
higher symmetries, B~cklund and Miura transformations. Moreover, both systems (2) have the same L
operator
(3)
in the Lax representation
[8].
Following Ref. [ IO] (see also Refs. ] 11,12] ) we
shall consider a sequence u,,, u,,,pn, qn generated by
an auto-B~cklund transfo~ation
(adjacent sites with
index n and n + 1 are related by the Backlund transformation).
Variables rc,, u,, p,,, qn, II E Z and their
derivatives in x and y we shall call the extended set of
dynastical vagaries. Variables p, q we shall call nunlocal, because they cannot be locally expressed (without taking a quadrature~ in terms of variables U,V
which satisfy evolution~y equations. Presence of nonlocal variables is the important feature of integrable
muItidimensiona~ equations. The co~esponding
L operator will also be indexed by n.
In the operator form the auto-B~cklund transfo~ation is defined by (cf. Ref. [ 131)
W&&l = A”+1 WI%.

(4)

One of the B~cklund transfo~ations
[7,14] of (2) is
nothing but the Darboux equation 3 (see for example
Ref. /16])
x~~.%?
= exp(Xn+t

- ~~1 - exp(Xy, - ~~-11,

where I*, = expxn% U, = -exp(-x,,_i).
sponding operator W,, is of the form

w,=

(

O

-ew(-xn)

ev xn a,.-

6 +

Xnx > .

(5)

The corre-

(6)

2 In order to make the notations consistent we have to change
& -t ~3~-+ i&, and assume that $ = II, $I’ = ~1, Ct, = p + q.
’ After Ref. 1151,where the integmbility of E!q. (5) was shown,
this equation is often called the two-dimensjona1 Toda lattice. We
consider that it would be more natura1 to call it after Darboux,
which has discovered and used this equation at the beginning of
the century.

One can consider (4), (6) as the Lax representation for (5) (cf. Ref. f IS] where another representation
has been given).
The transfo~ation
(5) is explicit, because one can explicitly express
&+I 9%I+19%+-29 4+2*~. . in terms of u,,u,? and their
derivatives.
An implicit auto-B~cklund
transfo~ation
of (2)
corresponds to (cf. Ref. [ I7 ] )

wn=

(

-Untl
li1a,.-a,
n

(7)

w, > .

It foflows from (3), (4), (7) that
- I&, = %+I -i-&z%,

(gal

%$.X
= G-1 + %?w,-1,

(8b)

wny = ~w4I+l)s

= kU?l-

4?+1&7+I-

(8~)

We would like to emphasize that a new nonlocal dynamical variable w, has been introduced in (7), (8).
The prolongation of transfo~ation
(8) on nonlocal
variables pn, qn is of the form
h

- Pn+r = W&KY qn - %I+1 =

The B~cklund transfo~ation
analog of

(w4?+1),v.

(9f

(8) is a two-dimensional

- U,, = %?+I + &&l + U,2%+1*
0nx = u,-1 + &-I.%

+ U,2&-1,

(10)

which is the Backlund transfo~ation
of the nonlinear
Schr~dinger equation (cf. Ref. [ 11] ) . Indeed, assuming x = y one can integrate Eq (8~) and express w, =
U,L+I + A,, where A, is a constant of the integration. In the one-dimensional
case w, is the first nontrivial canonical conserved density (see Ref. [ 181) of
Eqs. ( IO). The well known B~c~und transfo~ation
of NLS (see for example Refs. 119,203 >,

c&J+1+ &?)x = (et+1 - u,)
x [A,2- (4l+1 +%i)(4?+I + %)1”2~
f%+l + &7)x= (4t+i - 4)
x I&f-

f&i+1 +%J)tvn+1 +Q7H”2,

(11)

is nothing but a composition of two transfo~ations.
The first one is ( 10) and the second one can be obtained from ( IO) by an exchange II, H u,. In (8) we
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do not have the “spectral” parameter A,. In the twodimensional case it can be absorbed in the definition
of \v,,.
To our knowledge (8) is a new system of integrable two-dimensional
lattice equations. It has infinitely many symmetries. Indeed, any member of the
BRDS hierarchy is a symmetry of (8). The chain
(8) defines the auto-B5icklund transformation for both
Eqs. (2) and any of their linear combinations.
Eq.
(8) is a generalization of the Darboux lattice (5). Indeed, let us make the following change of variables:
14,~= l
~exp(~~),~~
= l-“expf-Fo,_t).
In the new
variables Eqs. (8) are

297
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To find the transformed equations let us rewrite the
system of equations (2a) in the new variables U, V. It
follows from ( 13) that
UIU = UK,., + 2p,

U”,

- v,, = v,,, + 2p,,t V”,

where
Prl? = (Ullv,-I

Lt.

Pn+l,,V = (~n+lvn)s.

The variable b-1 is already expressed
U,,, V, (15). It follows from (14) that

uII+1

=

-(U”,

+ U,W,).

(17)

Thus the Miura transformation
equations (2a) is of the form

U, = U,, -+ 2AU
In the limit E --+ 0 the above equations turn into (5).
We shall follow a modern interpretation of Miura
transformations
[ 121, namely, we shall treat them as
invertible transfo~ations
in the extended set of dynamical variables generated by a sequence of autoBacklund transformations.
Let us consider the following transformation,

u,,= Ll,,

K = l'&l,

(13)

A, = (W,

-

un,=U,,-tl + unw,, v,, = v,_, + V,W”,

wrr.s
= (U~~)~

=

u,v,,_,- q,+,vn.

U#.

un = &__, =

v,, - v~wa,

- Ww),,

B,. = -Cm.,

+ UVW),,
(18)

There are three “nonlocal” terms A, B, W in the above
equation, but they are linearly dependent: $1? - B,, =
Wxy. Therefore introducing P = A + 3 we can rewrite
Eqs. ( 18) in the form

u, = cl,,

+ U(P + W,),

= v,, + V(P - W-y),

Py = (UV, - w.r - 2uvw).r,
w,. = (UV),.

(19)

The Miura transformation ( 16) of the system of equations (Zb) can be accomplished in a very similar way,
(14)

It follows from the above system of equations that
variables I(,, u, can be expressed in terms of r/, , V,,
U” =

( 16) of the system of

- v, = v,, + 2By

W,. = (WL.

-v,
of the extended set. This transformation is obviously
invertible. In the new variables chain equations (8)
take the form

in terms of

(15)

U, = U?.,y
+ U(Q + (W),.),
-K =

v,, + V(Q

- (UV)?.),

Q.s = (UK - Wr - 2W),,,

w?,= t UV),.

(20)

where

W,IJ= (~‘,,v,>,.
This defines a Miura transfo~ation
11 =

u.

1’ =

v,

-

vlq

w?,

=

(w)x.

(16)

The BRDS equation is a two-dimensional
integrable
generalisation of the nonlinear Schriidinger equation
(NLS), but Bqs. ( 19)) (20) and any of their linear
combinations are co~esponding generalizations of one
of three well known derivative nonlinear Schriidinger
equations DNLS 1 [ 211. The Miura transformation
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(16) is a two-dimensional
generalization of the corresponding one-dimensional
transformation
[ 21. It is
known [ 121 that there are two Miura transformations that link NLS and DNLSl . To construct the second Miura transformation
we express variables u =
Un+l,U = u,+t in terms of U = Un,, V = V,. It follows
from (13) u,,+t = U,,+i, D,,+I = V, and from (17) that

Let us start with the DNLS2 equation. It has two
different integrable two-dimensional
generalizations

[71,

u=%

(21)

This is the second Miura transformation linking Eqs.
(2) and (19>, (20).
The action of the Miura transformation can be prolonged on the nonlocal variables (cf. Ref. [ 71) . The
first Miura transformation
( 16) gives
2p = P + w,,

24=Q+

(UV),;

(22)

the prolongation
of the form

of the second transformation

2p = P - wx,

2q =

(21) is

qx = (uux

(23)

We would like to emphasize
that together with
the Miura transformations
( 16), (21) we have the
Backlund transformations
of the modified equations
( 19), (20). The Backlund transformations
are given
in the form of the chain equations ( 14).

3. Two other examples
It was shown in Ref. [7] that another derivative
nonlinear Schrodinger equation DNLS2 [ 221,
Ul = uxx + 2uuu,,
and the Kaup equation

- u, = -u,,

+ 2uuu,,

(24)

fuu),+g),

-u,

= u?,-U((MU)~-q),

- I1u,)p.

(26b)

We have checked that they are compatible and that any
linear combination of these flows is integrable. An explicit auto-Blcklund
transformation for Eqs. (26) has
been found in Ref. [7]. The implicit auto-Backlund
transformation of the DNLS2 Eq. (24) is of the form

[11,241
U “X

4Lx=w,-1(u,--u,--1),

--W,(UnsI--U”)t

w, = &&+I

Q - (WI,,.

(264

Py = (uu)m
fh = u?,,-M

u=-(UX+-t),

- uy = u,, - 2pu,,

ut = uxx + OPT,,

+ A,.

(27)

The

first canonical density of (27) is w, = u,un+r +A,,.
Now, comparing (27) with ( 10) and (8), it is easy to
guess that the two-dimensional
generalisation of (27)
is of the form

U “1

-

W ny

=

W,(Un+I

-U,),

4l.x

=

Wn-I(Gl

-

UPI),

(28)

(47hI+1)x.

A routine check that (28) represents a true Backlund
transformation of (26) was quite tedious and we used
a computer with a symbolic software (~athematica)
to accompIish this veri~cation, System (28) is a new
integrable two-dimensiona
chain equation.
Like the case of the BRDS equation, the invertible
change of variables ( 13) leads to a Miura transformation

[23]
u = u,

at = ax, + 2(u + u)ux,
- Ut = -uxx -t 2(u + u)u,,

(25)

also have integrabie two-dimensional
generalizations
[ 71. In this section we shall give imphcit autoB~cklund tr~sfo~ation
of these two”dimensiona1
equations. The Backlund tr~sfo~ations
themselves
are new integrable two-dimensional
systems of chain
equations. As above, we shall construct Miura transformations and the corresponding modified equations.

u = v - V,/K

(29)

where WY = (UV),. This Miura transformation
links
(26) and the corresponding modified equations,
u, = u,, + u,t2w

- (IogW),

+ P).

-c: = v,, - v,(2W + (log W), + P),
pY = r (Wx

- ~v,>IWX~

G = rl;, + u( (UV),

+

w,, = (J-w,,

Q, 9

(30)
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-v, = yy -

-V, = yyy - (V2 + W),, -t (2,

V((UV)~ -PI,

Qx = (VU., - UK - XJ.,v,/W~~,

Q., = CW, - UK - 2LW/W),.,

w,.= cuvi.,.

(31)

The second Miura transfo~ation
and (30), (31) isoftheform
11= u + u.V/ w,

which links (26)

I.!= V

/251)
u, = 4, +

- I!(= 1',<,
-

2pn,,

2pu,,

Cl4 + u),,

N, = U\.?+

(33d

(u2 + Z4L')?_
+ q,

--I',= UJ,v-

(2

+uu1>

fq,

(33b)

q,, = ( cz4.y- UL'.c)1"

We found the following
formation of (331,

implicit auto-Bgcklund

U,?, = ~V,,(~4,,+1
- z4,)*

un.r=wn-I(~,---u,-I)~

trans-

(34)

w/,y = (b, + L',+i1,.

Again, it is a simple generalisation
of the known
one-dimensional
auto-B?icklund transformation of the
Kaup equation (25) [ 11,241 (in the one-dimensional
case ~7, = IJ,, + v,,+I is the first canonical density).
By direct computation we have verified the fact that
(34) delines a Bgcklund transfo~ation
of (33).
The invertible transformation
( 13) gives the following Miura transformation,
II = u.

v = v - V,/M!

(35’)

which links Eqs. (33) with
u, = v,., + %(2W
-v,

-

(log W), + P),

= V,, - %(2W + (log W), i- P),

P! = [(cl,

- v;)/Wl,,

The second Miura transfo~ation
(36), (37) is of the form

(371
that links (33) with

(32)

Another example is a two-dimensional
generalization
of the Kaup equation. There are two integrable generalizations of this equation (see for example Ref. [ 71,
in a slightly different form the first equation has been
previously found in Ref. [ 61, the second one in Ref.

py =

Wy=(U+V,,.

w.s = (V+

U, = UT,. + (U2 + UV),. + Q,

4. Conclusions
We have found implicit auto-Biicklund tdansformations (8), ( 28)) (34) of the Benney-Roskejs equation
(2), two-dimensional
generalizations
of the DNLS2
(26) and Kaup (33) equations respectjvely. The
explicit auto-B~cklund transfo~ations
of these eyuations which were recently found in Ref. [j7] can be
obtained as degenerations of our implicit pries. Eqs.
(8), (28), (34) themselves are new integbable twodimensional
lattice equations. Using rhede implicit
auto-Bgcklund
transformations
we have cpnstructed
Miura transfo~ations
(16), (21), (29), (82), 1X),
(38) and the corresponding
modified &qs. ( 19).
(20), (30), (31), (36), (37). The latteriequations
are new integrable examples of two-dimensional
generalizations
of NLS-type equations. 10 the onedimensional case there are three well known forms
of DNLS, namely the equation found by Kaup and
Newell [ 261, the equation of Chen, Lee andI Liu ( 221
and the equation of Ablowitz and Segur [ 211. Up
to so-called symmetrical transformations
all of these
equations are equivalent [ 2 J . A two-dimensional
generalization (26) of the Chen-Lee-Liu
equation C24)
(DNLS2) has been recently found in Ref. [7], generalizations of the Ablowitz-Segur
equation ,( DNLS I )
are ( 19), (20). We have found a two-dimensional
generalization
of the third DNLS equatiqn (KaupNewell equation) in a way a little bit different which
we will publish in our next paper. Existence of a twodimensional analog of symmetrical transformations
is
still an open problem.
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